We want to compensate YOU for reducing energy use in our Commercial & Industrial Demand Response Program, so prepare with these easy energy reduction tips with minimal impact on your operations.

**Healthcare**
- Run standby generation
- Turn off or turn down HVAC in non-essential areas

**Recycling**
- Shut down boiler/dryer unit and/or sorting machine overnight
- Consolidate healthcare classes to one building or wing

**Education**
- Raise temperature and lower ventilation set points
- Consolidate summer classes to one building or wing

**Food Processing**
- Curtail packaging unit operations
- Pre-cool facility prior to Demand Response event

**Manufacturing**
- Reduce equipment use to meet your energy reduction plan
- Delay heating/cooling processes

**Grocery**
- Dim or turn off lights in refrigerators, freezers or back rooms
- Curtail anti-sweat heating systems

**Refrigerated Storage**
- Raise freezer set points and pre-cool
- Run standby generation

**Better together: savings and sustainability**
Check out these simple tips for reducing energy use in any industry. Together, we can support a more sustainable energy supply.

- Turn your thermostat up just 2 to 4 degrees. This provides a positive impact on energy savings with a minimal impact on comfort.
- Turn off lights in areas where daylighting is plentiful or in rooms where nobody is working.
- Reduce plug load equipment, such as unused computer or idle machinery.
- Work around Demand Response event hours. Start your manufacturing processes early to finish prior to 1 p.m. or delay the start until after 5 p.m.

Call 800-500-6565 or contact your account representative to secure your spot in the Commercial & Industrial Demand Response Program.